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TRACES OF TIME
opening | January 19th, 2017 from 18.00 

exhibition | from January 20thto March 5th, 2017

[dip] contemporary art  is delighted to invite Chinese artist Wang 
Tong, chief photography editor of Chinese National Geography magazine as 
well as one of China’s most talented photographers, for its second exhibition in 
Lugano, Switzerland. This will be Wang Tong’s first solo exhibition in a gallery 
in Europe. The exhibition is a project jointly organized with Beijing-based 
independent art critic and curator Manuela Lietti. 

Wang Tong (b. 1967 in Jilin, China, lives and works in Beijing) 
explores photography with the accuracy of a philologist, while continuously 
expanding the scope of a genre which, for him, is a meta-language for 
investigating the complex liaison between the microcosm and the 
macrocosm, the real and the ideal, the historical and the daily. As an author of 
documentary images rooted in the keen observation of past history and 
contemporary reality as well as the tension between strong narrative 
elements, Wang Tong has devoted his career to portraying the abrupt 
changes that his mother country has undergone. He documents the 
construction and incessant renegotiation of China’s identity in both the 
individual and collective senses. His photographic work is the prism through 
which we can view the various layers of Chinese history that are 
inevitably intertwined with the artist’s personal experience. In Wang’s 
oeuvre, these elements overlap with thrilling results, and each photograph 
reflects a specific moment in his mental and geographical topography.

TRACES OF TIME will showcase two different yet complementary 
bodies of work created by Wang Tong during the last decades: the 
ongoing project Forging Cities and the iconic series Mao on the Wall, 
both examples of historical accuracy and the artist’s commitment to 
long-term projects.   The landscape, especially the urban one, becomes a 
metaphor not just for the incessant metamorphosis of Chinese society, but 
for the Chinese condition. Desires, hopes, fears, and a sense of transiency 
are all rooted in and reflected by this landscape. 
The series Forging Cities epitomizes this core aspect of Wang’s work. 
Forging Cities is an encyclopedic project on which the artist has been working 
for more than a decade, an open series focusing on the hundreds of cities across 
China that Wang Tong has visited and captured in his insatiable lens. Wang has 
assembled an urban Wunderkammer of expanding cities suspended 
between reality and fantasy, desire and fulfillment. Amusement parks under 
construction, a bridge by a lake enveloped in mist, concrete walls that 
unquestionably divide the rural from the urban, towering skyscrapers, iconic 
vistas recognized even by casual viewers, and anonymous urban corners are 
just a few of the myriad subjects incorporated into this massive project. 
These Chinese cities are captured in black and white photos that are often 
intentionally blurry, presenting the urban world as a collage, constantly 
unfinished and challenged by new visions. 
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Mao on the Wall  is another massive project undertaken by Wang Tong 
since the early 1990s. The series documents the images of Chairman 
Mao that were stenciled on the walls in peasant China during the years of 
the Cultural Revolution. Today almost all of the buildings that appear in the work 
of Wang Tong (almost 200 photos taken across China) have been 
demolished, disappeared or simply have changed their connotations due 
to the social-economical changes undergone by China in the last decades. 
This aspect makes this body of work not just the witness of the political 
turmoil that impacted China during its most conflicting decade 
(1956-1966), but also of the incessant passing of time, of the incessant 
quest for modernity that characterizes this country always on the move. 

Wang Tong
Chinese artist Wang Tong was born in 1967 in Jilin, China; currently he lives and 
works in Beijing, China. Wang Tong has been active in the field of photography 
since the early 1990s when he started to create some of the most challenging 
and visually-compelling bodies of work ever produced in China. For its detailed 
and accurate approach to both the conceptual and the technical aspects 
related to photography, Wang Tong’s work has been extensively exhibited 
throughout China, as well as in Japan and Europe. It is also present in major 
Asian art collections. Wang Tong’s work has been presented in solo and groups 
shows organized at: Galleria Carla Sozzani, 10 Corso Como, Milan (2005); 
Beijing Tokyo Art Projects, Beijing and Tokyo (2006); Fotografie Noorderlicht, 
Groningen (2008); Alessandria Video and Photography Biennale, Alessandria 
(2011); Ofoto Gallery, Shanghai (2012); Stavanger Museum, Stavanger, 
Norway (2014); Format International Photography Festival, Derby, UK (2015), 
among others. 

Manuela Lietti
Independent art critic and curator specialized in contemporary Asian art, 
Manuela  is based in Beijing. Since 2003, she has been active as a curator, critic, 
and coordinator in the field of gallery and museum exhibitions as well as public 
art projects, in China and abroad. She has worked with various institutions, 
included: Venice Biennale (Venice), The Israel Museum (Jerusalem), CAFA 
Art Museum (Beijing), Haus der Kulturen der Welt (Berlin), Carrara Sculpture 
Biennale (Carrara), The Chinese Ministry of Culture (Beijing), The Italian 
Ministry of Culture (Rome), Three Shadows Photograhy Art Centre (Beijing). 
She is a correspondent for the art magazine Arte e Critica and regularly 
contributes to a number of other art publications included Frieze, Flash Art, 
artforum.com.cn, artron.net.

[dip] contemporary art 
Located in Lugano (Switzerland) [dip] is a newborn contemporary art gallery, 
opened in October 2016 with the solo exhibition Portrait of Duration by French 
artist Melik Ohanian.
The project stems from an idea of Michela Negrini, whishing to provide an 
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novative forum for contemporary art. Representing a range of international 
artists with many different perspectives, [dip] shares a deep commitment to art 
and a strong belief in the contribution that artists make to the world. 
[dip] mission includes setting in motion a dynamic number of initiatives, 
promoting art and launching an exciting dialogue challenging the existing 
dynamics and participating to the improvement of human relations, thanks 
to projects exploring global issues. Its interdisciplinary approach, pertaining 
a critical discourse in various spheres, aims at including collaborations with 
Universities, institutions and organizations while developing awareness 
and understanding, building a bridge between art and society, raising public 
attention on the issues that inspire and challenge our society.
The diversity of the exhibitions programme sets [dip] as the original home 
both for well-known names, as for discovering your new favourite artists. To 
accompany the exhibitions, an education program¬me and an ongoing series 
of artists’ films, feature films and lectures takes place. 
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Forging Cities, Kunming Yunnan, 2013.08

Forging Cities, Shanghai, 2001.04

Forging Cities, Changsha Hunan, 2013.05
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for info:

[dip] contemporary art 
via dufour 21 (ang. via vanoni) 
6900 Lugano (CH)
Tel: +41 (0)91 921 17 17
Mob: +41 (0)79 1732954
info@dipcontemporaryart.com
www.dipcontemporaryart.com

Visits: 
from January 20th to March 5th 
Monday: closed ( or by appointment) 
Tuesday/Friday: 14.00 - 18.00 
Saturday/Sunday and mornings:     
by appointment

Mao on the Wall, Menjin County, Henan Province, 12.1996

Mao on the Wall, Lushan County, Henan Province, 03.1997


